Old World to New World beyond the Pillars of Hercules

Nec Ultra Plus?

Where the Old World stretched to the pillars of Hercules and the slogan 'Nothing Beyond' clearly indicated a limitation, we proudly use those same pillars as a symbol of boundaries which are there to be pushed further.

Our Medliner service connecting the Old with the New World is certainly one of the most versatile breakbulk and project services available on the market today. Leaning heavily on the fast experience and one of the most modern and best maintained multipurpose fleets, that is the Spliethoff Group.

From Monfalcone, Porto Marghera and Genoa minimum monthly sailings serve Chester/Philadelphia, Palm Beach, New Orleans and Houston. Moreover regularly bookings are accepted from Denince, Izmir, Pula and Tarragona, Savannah and Altamira as well as Peruvian and Chilean main ports on either a transshipment or direct basis.

Some rather say Nec Plus Ultra

MEDLINER

- Minimum monthly service
- Complete inland coverage and assistance in on-forwarding
- Zero-damage – zero hassle
- Longterm contracting
Cargoes

- Steel
- Neo/breakbulk cargo
- Forest products
- Heavy lift, project cargo
- Dry bulk
- IMO
- Yachts

Our local offices/representatives:

**Istanbul:** Spliethoff Turkey  
T: +90 532 5735129  
E: levent@spliethoff-turkey.com

**Hamburg:** Spliethoff Hamburg  
T: +49 40 609 059665  
E: hamburg@spliethoff.com

**Amsterdam:** Spliethoff Bevrachtingskantoor BV  
T: +31 20 4488400  
E: db@spliethoff.com

**Antwerp:** Spliethoff Belgium BVBA  
T: +32 3 5706855  
E: antwerp@spliethoff.com

**London:** Spliethoff-BigLift UK  
T: +44 208 6882020  
E: projects@blslondon@biglifshipping.com

**Monaco:** Spliethoff Maritime SARL  
T: +377 97707535  
E: monaco@spliethoff.com

**Bilbao:** Spliethoff Spain S.L.  
T: +34 94 493 7709  
E: bilbao@spliethoff.com

**Montreal:** Spliethoff Canada  
T: +1 514 822 1115  
E: montreal@spliethoff.com

**New York:** Ocean Transport Services Llc  
T: +1 203 4381136  
E: otsusa@aol.com

**Houston:** Spliethoff-BigLift Americas  
T: +1 281 248 4900  
E: houston@spliethoff.com